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Epistemic habits and gestures within Nordic academic feminism

A fundamental thematic within the critical self-understanding of feminist research entails re-
evaluation of the narratives of feminist knowledge production, its places/spaces, geopolitical
formations and locations. Within this activity it is regularly underlined that knowledge
production is always also about power relations linked to representations, i.e. who and what
is included and excluded from the archives of feminist knowledge. Fresh discussions about
critique, new ways of reading and queer methods show an increasing consciousness of our
deep-rooted and strictly established, and often self-evident epistemic habits.

In this presentation, I discuss routinized epistemic gestures in connection to Nordic academic
feminism referring to statements and debates about such subjects as the self-evidence of
Nordic uniformity and cohesion, its culture of consensus as the Nordic we-ness. Other
examples include the focus on intersectionality; the demand of necessary positionality and on
our habit to deal with complex questions in an encompassing or universalistic way in spite of
the constant emphasis on the importance of differences and identity diversity. Thus, some
careless and perhaps sloppily used routine phrases have turned into self-evident “truths”, to
somewhat of clichés avoiding reflection. However, we can also decide to ponder on such
“clichés” not as used-up, but as useful for further critical reflection.

I conclude my talk with reflections about how to imagine new, changing and dynamic
epistemic communities and different genealogies within Nordic academic feminism: how in
the midst of a strong culture of consensus actually take into consideration the existence of
multiple feminisms, the inner conflicts and controversies of feminism? Besides functioning as
both identity and community, academic feminism is importantly a critique involving both
different theoretical traditions and current conflicting opinions and discrepancies of views
and visions.
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